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 Forschungshilfe 
 
 Research Tips and Techniques for Finding Your German Ancestor 
 
 No. 49 -  Searching On German Web Sites 

 Tim Ostwald - Genealogist Colorado Chapter - PALAM 

 

 You may have concluded, after a diligent 

search for your German ancestors in home and 

domestic records, including published and 

archived passenger arrival lists, that "German" 

web sites are the panacea to further progress. 

 But don't forget the importance of the five 

important parameters: date, name, location, 

location, and location! 
 
 Finding your precise ancestral village, or 

plausible region of origin, is easier if you follow 

the suggestions and check lists given in writings 

such as Ref 1.   You should also complete a 

thorough search for your ancestor in the US 

Passenger Arrival Lists. 

 

 Prepare for navigating on German-Language 

web sites by reviewing Ref 2.  You can test the 

validity of basic data (and assumptions) about 

your ancestors, by using a few "German" web 

sites, some of which have been equipped with 

English-language navigation. 
 
European Departure Lists.  If your ancestors  

immigrated between 1820 and 1900 they may 

have left the port of Hamburg. The Hamburg 

Departure Lists give the village-of-origin for all 

persons.  The lists are well-indexed and easily-

searched on-line via links from either 

ancestry.com/search or familysearch.org 

hamburg lists. Follow available detailed 

instructions carefully. 
 
Meyer's Orts und Verkehr Lexicon - 1913 - 

"Meyer's German Gazetteer", and instructions for 

using it, can be viewed by  searching on Meyers 

Orts or accessing  Ancestry.com  or 

familysearch.org.  After entering the first few 

letters of your village of interest, and selecting 

the most plausible spelling, note whether more 

than one entry is returned. 

 Print a copy and thoroughly analyze the 

contents of the entry(ies), noting political 

domains, churches, names of neighboring  

villages and towns, court locations, the name of 

the Kreis [township/county]. 

 

Das Deutsche Telefonbuch - German Tele-

phone Directory is reached via 

dastelefonebuch.de/.   

 Bypass, for the moment, the sample search 

input on the home page.  Instead, scroll 

downward and click on "Telefonbuch Suche". 

 1. Scroll to the middle of the resulting page 

to the lower alphabet-bar, labeled "Nachnamen” 

 [surname], click on the first letter of your 

sought-for surname. 

 2. Scroll down the resulting list of surnames, 

noting those with similar spellings. If your 

surname does not appear in the list it is very 

likely that the spelling you have assumed is 

incorrect.  Many German surnames end with "e", 

very few with "y",. the combinations “ie” and 

“ei” are frequently interchanged, etc. 

 If there is doubt about the initial letter of 

your name, repeat the search for other initial 

letters.  The  first letter of your German surname 

may have been W, V, or F, B or V, K, or G,  D or 

T;  very few names start with C or Sh,  but many 

start with “Sch” . etc. 

 3. Retype the most likely, or plausible, 

Nachname  appearing in the list, in the search 

blank at the top of the window, and click on the 

“x” at “Vorschlag” (trial hit). 

 Click on “Finden”. 

 The list which appears contains all the 

entries in the national phone directory (with the 

initial letter selected).  The number of hits is 

indicateed in the left margin in the square 

labeled“Treffer”.  Observe the number of private 

entries: "privat Einträge" given for the search. 

 

 If the quantity of entries is very small, say 

less than 10, the spelling is likely to be a recent 
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"morph" and not of interest.  If the number of 

entries is between say 5 and 30, you may 

 discover, by using GEOGEN, that hits are in  

possibly- meaningful geographic clusters. 
 
GEOGEN can be reached via a search with your 

browser or by pasting in 

http://christoph.stoepel.net/geogen/en.  Enter a 

surname of interest, select "research" and select 

"relative" [not "absolute"].  Note the number of 

resulting entries (data base is the current German 

Telephone Directory).  Print a copy of the map 

and note location of "high" concentrations.  

Ignore clusters coincident with the location of 

large cities.  Feast on the food for thought. 

 

The Old Standby - FHL - Locality Catalog - 

 Access FamilySearch.org.  Select Library 

Catalog, then Place.  Enter first 3, but not more 

than 4, letters of your sought-for village name.  

Do not enter a county, province, region, or other 

information. 

 From the resulting list of locations, choose 

the one most promising, follow the clicks, and 

prompts, to see possible record sources.  [The 

geographic data file is based on the place-names 

occurring in the titles or descriptions of current 

holdings of the library.  A negative result does 

not mean your village does/did not exist.] 

 While searching, enter the names of some 

neighboring villages (as found in Meyers 

Gazetteer) and note the name of the archive or 

filming-location of the available records.  

Personnel at these archival-filming locations 

may know the whereabouts of sought-for 

records. 

 As a prelude to, or in the process of, internet 

searching, note the location of all types of 

archives, located near the selected village of 

interest or in the surrounding regional domain..  

Ref 3 lists many archives. 
 
"WEB Fishing" in English - Keep search-

entries brief.  If you know the village name, 

enter it using the proper German spelling.  Read 

the Wikipedia squibs, note multiple locations.  

Some queries will return hits in German.  

Request translations via your browser but take 

care when interpreting, or quoting computerized 

translations. 
 
 Add to your search command, a word 

indicating interest in the past: history, antiquity, 

emigration, culture, genealogy, etc., or type of 

record desired.  Possibly replace the village 

name with the name of the county (Kreis) in 

which the village is found and repeat the search. 

 

Pfisching in German - One item of your search 

statement should be the village name, or that of a 

nearby larger village, at most the name of the 

Kreis.  You should see many more interesting 

hits than when searching in English.  Replace the 

modifier with a new one, in German, and repeat 

each search, selecting new words from the list of 

nouns and adjectives below.  The starred entries 

emphasize antiquity. 

 Don't attempt to enter sentences, or use 

proper German grammar.  As you search, note 

organizations such as archives, city halls, church 

offices, or courts,. which supply contact 

information: telephone numbers, departmental 

names, E-mail addresses, etc. 

 Some archives have made their catalog of 

holdings (Bestand, Verzeichnis) accessible on 

the internet.  If your village location is included 

you are indeed fortunate. 

 

Some Traps and Downers 
 
 A.  Some modern German archives may not 

be repositories for historical documents but 

instead their principle function is to issue dog 

license, supply application blanks for social aid, 

etc. 

 B.  Very few villages have gone out of 

existence, but due to variable growth patterns, 

some may have been “gobbled up” during the 

formation of a new Stadt Gebiet (city district), 

and now have a hyphenated village name and  

new post office.  Study the history and 

geography of the area as found in Wikipedia hits, 

or consult the German postal (zip code) 

Directory at:  Postleitzahlnummer.de.. 

 C.  "Genealogical" records may be stored in 

an archive some distance from their origin.  
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However, the local archives, or church office, 

many reachable by E-Mail, may know where 

specific sought-for records are lodged. 

 D.  Pfisching in the German nation-wide 

genealogical data bases may not be fruitful.  

Many immigrants, during the 1800s, came from 

the tiny, impoverished, country-side villages.  

 The nation-wide data bases, however,  

include large amounts of easily-extracted, and 

previously-indexed, data, originated in the 

established churches and institutions in the large 

cities. 

 E.  Letters written in English may not be 

answered.  Write in German with the help of a 

letter writing guide such as Ref 4. 
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Search Words (* implies antiquity) - Nouns 
 
advice  Rat 

archive  Archiv 

area  Gebiet 

assoc/club/soc  Verein 

author  Autor 

*birth   Gebürt 

church office  Kirchenamt 

city  Stadt 

county/twnshp  Kreis 

court office  Gerichtsamt 

culture  Kultur 

district (civil)  Bezirk 

*document  Kunde 

*emigration  Auswanderung 

family  Familie 

genealogy  Genealogie 

history  Geschichte 

index  Verzeichnis 

information  Kunde, Auskunft  

library  Bibliothek 

map   Landkarte, Stadtplan  

marriage info  Heiratskunde 

place  Ort 

parish  Gemeinde 

province  Land 

publisher  Verlag 

record, rolls  Register 

region/area  Gegend 

registry(civil)  Standesamt 

research  Forschung 

surname  Zuname, Nachname 

town hall  Rathaus 

village  Dorf 

 

Adjectives 

*after  nach 

*ancient  uralt 

*before, until  bevor/bis 

Catholic  katholische 

civil  bürgerlich 

*early, past  vergangene 

*historical  geschichtlich 

lower  unter 

municipal  stadtlich 

nearby  nahliegend 

Protestant  evangelisch 

upper, above  oberliegend 

 


